In this paper a novel approach for effective topic modeling is presented. The approach is different from traditional vector space model-based topic modeling, where the Bag of Words (BOW) approach is followed. The novelty of our approach is that in phrase-based vector space, where critical measure like point wise mutual information (PMI) and log frequency based mutual dependency (LGMD)is applied and phrase's suitability for particular topic are calculated and best considerable semantic N-Gram phrases and terms are considered for further topic modeling. In this experiment the proposed semantic N-Gram topic modeling is compared with collocation Latent Dirichlet allocation(coll-LDA) and most appropriate state of the art topic modeling technique latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). Results are evaluated and it was found that perplexity is drastically improved and found significant improvement in coherence score specifically for short text data set like movie reviews and political blogs.
Introduction
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is the most widely used probabilistic model in topic modeling literature. LDA is used to find the hidden semantic structure in the collection of documents. In LDA, the basic assumption is that each document is a distribution over topics and each topic is a distribution over fixed vocabulary [1] . It means we get two matrices of distributions from latent Dirichlet allocation output, first is distribution of terms over topic and second is distribution of topics over documents. The model assumes that each document consists of multiple topics and each document contain these topics in different proportion. It is common in information retrieval applications to treat documents as bag of words, ignoring any internal structure. Like other probabilistic models, the Latent Dirichlet allocation is also based on bag of words (Bow)assumption that treat each term of document collection independent from others. All the implicit semantic and syntactic structure is ignored in these language models. This bag of words assumption in vector space models simplifies the posterior inference in probabilistic models.
In this research, we are interested in topic model that capture the semantic order between words or dependency between adjacent words.
For e.g. The phrase 'NewYork' consists of two terms like New and York. Both terms are independent and can be divided and assigned to different topics and will lost its meaning as well as its context. So, we need a topic model, where the phrases consist of multiword can be considered as single term during pre-processing and assigned to correct topic accordingly.
In the topic modeling literature several extensions of LDA has been proposed that assign topics not only to individual words, but consider phrase as individual term as per semantic context and assign them to same topic [2] [3] . A novel design for short text topic modelling, that encourages a regularization to encourage semantically related words to share the same topic assignment [4] [5] .A topic evolutionary graph from text ,which not only capture the main timeline, but also reveal correlation between related subtopics [6] .In a similar work more coherent topics is presented known as Neural space topical coding (NSTC) [7] [8]But most of the work consider only bigram based multiword phrase selection and another work is based on Adaptor Grammar framework (AGCollc) [9] [10]with a high time complexity. So, it is not feasible to use the model for large collection of text documents.
In this paper, a novel topic modeling approach based on semantic phrase extraction with more coherent topic detection is presented. In this collocation up to N-gram are extracted at preprocessing level from document collection, then methodology for phrase refinement is used before topic modeling. The novelty of approach lies in semantic extraction of collocation up to N-gram based on critical statistical measure like point wise mutual information (PMI) and log based mutual dependency, never done before. Here only contextual phrases crossing threshold of minimum score (PMI, LGMD) are extracted, renamed as semantic phrases, then latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is applied and significant improvement in performance of topic modeling in the terms of perplexity and coherence (with different level of cardinality in terms of topics) is achieved in topic modeling approaches.
The paper is organized as follows, in section 2, related work is discussed, in section 3, the proposed semantic N-Gram (SN-Gram) topic modeling framework is presented and in section 4, the proposed approach is validated with three datasets and finally the paper is concluded with future direction in section 5.
Background
There are numerous studies, where the bigram, idioms, multiword terms are investigated in topic models. HMMLDA (Hidden Markov Model Latent Dirichlet Allocation) was the first model to consider word dependency in the topic modeling architecture [11] . Bigram topic modeling (BTM) come into picture in 2006, with the concept of hierarchical Dirichlet language model, generates bigrams using word probabilities that are conditioned on the immediately preceding words [12] [13]LDA-Collocation extends the bigram topic modeling with special variable to record the status of bigrams, this model is more realistic by giving flexibility to generate both unigrams and bigrams. Topical N-gram [14] proposed a model with significant contribution that can decide whether to form a bigram with two consecutive words according to nearby co-occurrence analysis. A semiformal(general)topic modeling framework based on semantic similarity is also good step towards nonprobabilistic topic modeling [15] . Another work on phrase discovery topic modeling using hierarchical generative probabilistic model is able to relax the bag of word assumption using hierarchy of Pitman yor process [16] [3] .Our proposed framework is semantic N-Gram topic modeling(SNTM), based on the importance of word order in sentences, in this novel approaches semantic order between words or dependency between adjacent words is captured at pre-processing level using special collocation extraction with statistical measure -pointwise mutual information and log based mutual dependency ,these collocation results in highly semantic N-Gram phrases, and value of N is chosen in the range of 1to5,so that semantically rich phrases should be included in vector space, and then topic modeling is applied for efficient and more coherent topic extraction.
Proposed approach can be divided into two sub modules: 
Semantic N-Gram Phrase Detection & Refinement
Semantic Phrases: Any sequence of words which when appears together give some meaning and when appears as individual word or token has no meaning is known as semantic phrases. In other words, it is a string of words which together behave like a single word. The task of semantic N-Gram extraction consists of two-steps:
1. Phrase Extraction 2 Phrase Refinement
Phrase Extraction
This first phase of our proposed model implemented using text2vec package of R [23] . In this phase, first pre-processing of dataset like Stop-word removal, converting all vocabulary words to lowercase and considering only high frequency terms, all terms appear less than ten times are removed. Then all the collocation (Phrases) up to N-gram are extracted. These collocations are N-gram (consists of more than one word and up to N) whose probability of appearing together is greater than their individual frequencies and present the semantics of text in more meaningful way.
Phrase Refinement
The next step is the refinement of the list of N-Grams extracted in first phase Many of the extracted N-Grams are not meaningful. The aim of refinement is to extract only higher quality phrases from the list of extracted phrases and filter out the unnecessary collocation. For this purpose, some standard quality statistic measures are used. In the literature of natural language processing many pairwise significance measures for quality phrase detection are prevalent. In this research we choose:
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
An effective method for semantic phrase extraction is the one that rank the actual phases above the other terms. The most widely used measure based on mutual information is the pointwise mutual information (PMI)considered in this research. PMI was introduced .PMI is a measure of how much the actual probability of a particular co-occurrence of events P(X,Y) differs from what we would expect it to be on the basis of the probabilities of the individual events and the assumption of independence P(X),P(Y)in some situation. In PMI low frequency events get high score, means infrequent word pairs tend to dominate the frequent events. So, they are ranked after the infrequent events. This means that the PMI of perfectly correlated events words is higher when the combination is less frequent. So, in other words, PMI can be interpreting as a measure of independence rather than as a measure of correlation
Log Biased Mutual Dependency (LBGD)
This is another collocation measure chosen for semantic phrase extraction because of its significant good performance compared to other collocation measure. As already discussed, PMI gives preference to rare events as compare to frequent ones. So mutual dependency can be calculated in the phrases by subtracted from PMI the information that the whole event bears, which is self-information.
So mutual dependency (MD) can be defined as
Mutual dependency will be maximized for perfectly dependent phrases or statistical confidence, it is suggested that slight bias towards frequency can be beneficial. So, a new measure known as log frequency biased MD can be defined as
In other words, it is combination of Mutual Dependency with T-score
Topic Modeling
In the second phase of proposed model, we use latent Dirichlet Allocation topic modeling algorithm on semantic phrases obtained in first phase of model. Latent Dirichlet Allocation: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is an approach based on definneti theorem [1] to capture significant inter as well as intra document statistical structure via the mixing distribution. LDA assumes that document arise from multiple topics. A topic is defined as distribution over a vocabulary.
Corpus is associated with predefined number of topics k, and each document in corpus contain these topics with different proportion. Topic Modeling aims to learn these topics from data or corpus. LDA is based on hidden variable model, prevalent in machine learning from decades. Generative model does not consider order of words in producing documents, so purely based on bag of words (BOW) approach.
Topic modeling is a technique to automatically discover the topics from a collection of documents. The K topic distribution must be learned through statistical inference. In generative probabilistic modeling, the most widely used topic modeling algorithm is latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). This algorithm defined generative process as a joint probability distribution over both observed and hidden variables. The process of learning the topic distribution is described through plate notation given in figure 2 .
The distribution of latent variables in the given document is as shown in equation (6) .
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P z w P z w P w θ α β θ α β α β = (6) All the probabilistic topic modeling approaches has the potential to work in multilingual environment [25] The aim of Topic modeling is to automatically discover the topics from a collection of documents. The documents are observed, while the topic structure, the topics, per document topic distribution and per document per word topic assignment is hidden structure. The utility of topic modeling is coming from the property that the inferred hidden structure resembles the thematic structure of the collection. 
Experimental Set Up

Data Set Used
In this experiment, we used three data set Movies review data set, Political blog dataset and ABC News headlines data set. Two data set are short text data set like Movie review data set is about movies reviews classified as positive and negative, and another is political blogs shared during USA presidential election in 2008. Third data set used is ABC news headlines dataset. This dataset contains news headlines in large text.
Movies Review
The labelled dataset consists of 5000 IMDB movie reviews, specially selected for sentiment analysis. The sentiment of the reviews is binary, meaning an IMDB rating < 5 results in a sentiment score of 0, and a rating >=7 has a sentiment score of 1. No individual movie has more than 30 review 
Political-blog Data set
Pre-processing
For pre-processing of data set, a pre-processor function is designed which aims to remove all the numeric digits from dataset and also to convert all capital letters into lowercase for further processing. In next step a word tokenizer is also constructed and applied to the preprocessed input. This tokenizer will split the document into individual word level tokens.
A vocabulary-based document term matrix is created from all the terms. A Collocation function is applied to document term matrix to create long phrases of length up to 5. For efficient modelling we consider only those phrases which appears minimum 5 times, so that any accidental phrase should not become part of phrase vocabulary. After phrase identification, document phrase matrix is constructed for further processing
Topic Modeling using Semantic NGram Topic Modeling (SNTM)
The proposed approach is implemented with fixed number of topics for all the three data sets. The SNTM approach is constructed from the semantic vector space representation of text documents and compared with Coll-Lda (collocation based Latent Dirichlet Allocation) and latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)topic modeling approaches. For semantic N-Gram selection in SNTM the extracted phrases are not blindly used in topic modeling. In our approach some very efficient statistical measures are applied and best phrases with 
Evaluation Framework
For evaluating the quality of inferred topics from SNTM Topic modeling the chosen measures are perplexity since it is the standard criterion of topic model's quality [26] .
Perplexity
The most widely used approach in probabilistic model is to measure the log-likelihood of a held-out test set. For latent Dirichlet allocation a test set is the collection of unseen documents Wd. and the latent model is described by the topic matrix Φ and the α hyperparameter for topic distribution of documents. Therefore, log likelihood is given by
In this given topic Φ and the hyperparameter α for topic distribution ϴd of documents, higher loglikelihood implying a better model. In the language of topic modeling the term perplexity is used to evaluate topic model. It is inversely proportional to the loglikelihood.
Perplexity (test set w) = ( ) exp{ } L w Countoftokens (9) Where L(w) is the loglikelihood of the unseen documents Wd, the lower the perplexity, the better the model.
Coherence
In the literature of topic modeling many measures based on word co-occurrence score of top terms of each individual topic has been used. Assessing coherence of topics is considered as the best way to give an insight on the interpretability of topics. Human topic ranking serves as the gold standard for coherence evaluation; however, they are expensive. For showing the goodness of our proposed model, in this experiment, we use a special case of topic coherence known as "mean PMI" (mean pointwise mutual information (that perform better than standard PMI (pointwise mutual information) in terms of correlation with respect to human topic ranking [27] . This Coherence metric uses pointwise mutual information (PMI) [27] for better interpretability of topics. PMI is calculated over the log of probabilities therefore it is negative. So, as the value of PMI approaches to 0, the topic coherence gets better.
Result & Evaluation
In this paper, we experiment with three data set and run the proposed efficient topic modeling SNTM on three data set. The first two data set are short text data set consists of Movie reviews classified as positive or negative. and the second one is political blogs shared during presidential election in USA in 2008. Third data set is about news headlines of ABCNews.
Movies review dataset has 5000 rows or entities of three variables. ABC News Headline dataset is a collection of 117965 objects of 2 variables, means 117965 headlines text with publication date.
Political blog data set is a collection of 13258 entries of 3 variables. Pre-processing of data set contain all necessary steps including stop word removal, replace capital letters to lower case, most importantly, we use a filter for vocabulary pruning and consider only those terms that appears at least ten times, and others are removed. After pre-processing of data sets the whole data set is converted into document term matrix.
Parameter Setting for Experiments
In this experiment after pre-processing a collocation model is constructed for learning phrases in dataset up to N Grams. For these collocation modeling number of iterations for all three datasets is taken 5. After collocation extraction the parameter for phrase refinement are taken as pointwise mutual information (PMI)set as 5 means phrases with PMI score greater than or equal to 5 are considered and other phrases are discarded. Also Log based mutual dependency (LBMD)score is set as (-25) to kept only meaningful phrases .One another important parameter in semantic N-Gram topic modeling is Collocation count to be considered so that unnecessary collocation can be avoided, it is assumed that if a phrase appear min ten times as phrase than it will be considered as meaningful phrase ,we take collocation count as 10.for example words "new" and "york" occurs 100 times together as "new_york" and each of words "new" and "york" occur 150 and 115 respectively. So intuitively there is a very high chance that "new_york" is good phrase candidate. In another case if we take a look at words "it", "is" it can happen that "it_is" occurs 500 times, but words "it" and "is" separately occur 15000 and 17000 times.
Intuitively it is very unlikely that "it_is" represents good phrase. Other parameters for topic modeling are number of topics(K)and number of iterations. In this experiment for all three-dataset range of topics are taken from 5 to 35 and number of iterations are fixed at 10. In movie review data set ,after pre-processing of data set, multi word phrases are extracted using ten iteration and finally converged at 6 th iteration with total phrases of 2467.These phrases are again processed using (prune vocabulary)function with minimum term count min=10,it means phrases with term count value less than 10 are removed from the vocabulary, phrases with term count>10 are only retained in vocabulary list. The number of topics selected for modeling is in the range of 10-35 and number of iterations for both the topic modeling algorithms is fixed at 10. Parameter setting for all three data sets and results for all the three data set are shown in table 2.It is clearly visible in the table 2, that the perplexity of SNTM for all the selected data set is much lower than Collocation-Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Coll-LDA) and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic modeling. Low perplexity is better for topic modeling.
Coherence score with different number of topics
In this we choose Mean PMI (Point wise mutual information) as coherence metric, the motivation behind using Mean PMI is for better results than mutual information and pointwise mutual information for evaluating the topic modeling work. The topic modeling using Coll-LDA, LDA and Semantic N-Gram topic modeling (SNTM) approaches are evaluated using Mean-PMI for all the three data set discussed above using different number of topics ranges from 5 to 35. It is observed in experiment that coherence score (mean PMI) is also improved with our proposed approach of SNTM as shown in table 3. In the results of all threedataset coherence score in "Movies review" dataset shows the highest coherence with our proposed SNTM topic modelling in comparisons with Coll-LDA and LDA. In other two dataset Poliblog dataset and ABC News-headlines SNTM approach gives best coherence score at topics range 20-35. At topic 5-15 Latent Dirichlet allocation and Coll-LDA perform better than our proposed approach. In ABC New headlines dataset SNTM gave good coherence score in topics 5-35 except at topic 10 and 20, where Coll-LDA gave best coherence score. Overall in most of the topic range our proposed approach SNTM give significant improved results.
Perplexity and number of iterations
As we experiment in last two section with different number of topics and fixed the number of iteration and checked the corresponding perplexity and coherence.
Here we also modify the number of iteration and check its effects on perplexity, we take iteration from 10 to 50 and fixed the number of topics at 10 in movies review data set. Results shows good performance of semantic N-Gram Topic modeling in comparison with collocation latent Dirichlet allocation (Coll-lda) and traditional Latent Dirichlet topic modeling by providing lowest range of perplexity values.
Top Terms for Topics in Three Topic Models
To understand the topics generated from topic model, the most prevalent way to evaluate and understand topic modeling algorithms is the top term of individual topics. These top terms further used to compare different topic models, and calculate standard measure like coherence, log-likelihood for topic modeling algorithms. In the given table 3, we shown sample topics for ABC News Headlines using K=10, and number of iterations is 20, and topic considered are topic 1, topic 5, topic 10. we considered top ten terms for three topic models. 
Conclusion
In this paper an efficient approach called Semantic NGram topic modeling (SNTM) is presented with experimental results. It is different from prevalent collocation-based topic modeling in terms of efficiency and simplicity. In this instead of incorporating extra variables for inference in N-gram detection, our proposed approach emphasis on semantic N-gram extraction through statistical measures like pointwise mutual information (PMI) and log biased mutual dependency (combination of tscore and mutual dependency) and drop useless ngram, those are below the considered threshold of statistical measures. After collocation refinement, latent Dirichlet allocation is applied and results are evaluated through standard evaluation measures of topic modeling like perplexity and coherence. It is clearly visible in the results that our proposed Semantic N-Gram Topic Modeling (SNTM) has depicted the improved performance in the evaluation measures perplexity. One important point to be noted is that collocation-based topic modeling approach gives best result in terms of coherence only in short text data set like "Movie Review" data set and "Poliblog" data set. In news headlines dataset "ABC News" the prevalent topic modeling approach latent Dirichlet algorithms (LDA) gives best results as compared to coll-LDA and SNTM topic modeling, may be these techniques creates unnecessary collocation in large text data set and generate meaning less phrases and reduced the coherence score.
